Abstract In recent decades, in the South of France some young people from urban backgrounds have chosen to become shepherds and to learn to reconnect with the herding practices that many livestock breeders had abandoned under the pressure of agricultural modernization policies. In some cases they have found themselves entrusted with sheep that are as naive about herding as they themselves were. Before their introduction to transhumanceseasonal movement between pastures-these animals were primarily confined and fed in- 
male members of the family, each holding one end of the board, drove the cart to the sky-burial site, where they whipped their horses into a gallop. Inevitably, the deceased bounced out of the cart, and that was the spot where the soul would return to Tengger.
The two relatives dismounted and, if the corpse was naked, unrolled the felt and lay the deceased out on the grass, facing the sky, exactly the way he (or she) came into the world, naked and innocent. At that moment, the deceased belonged to the wolves, and to the gods. Whether or not the soul of the deceased would enter Tengger depended on the virtues, or their lack, of the life lived. Generally speaking, that would be known within three days. If, by then, nothing but bones was left of the corpse, the soul of the deceased had entered Tengger. They feed on them and leave some of the corpses behind, which will be frozen. Humans in turn collect some of the corpses, but they always take care to leave enough for the wolves-if they did not, the sky would be offended. But they also know that their survival rests on the wolves' survival. Without the wolves, they would not be able to feed their cattle, and they would lose their one and only stairway to Tengger. But the wolves sometimes attack the cattle too, so they have to be kept at bay, and sometimes have to be fought. Some wolves are killed; some horses, sheep, and dogs that live with and perhaps protect local people succumb to their attack. And from time to time, some herders also lose their lives. Humans and animals are tied together by noninnocent bonds of respect, in the sense that Donna Haraway gives to the word, reminding us of its etymology: "To hold in regard, to respond, to look back reciprocally, to pay attention"-"to hold in regard" also in the sense of holding at bay, taking care, and being careful: to "live with," and without innocence.
2 Bodies, souls, pastures, steppes, cosmos, humans, sheep, dogs, horses, gazelles, and wolves are entangled in a net that connects the sky and the earth: ecology and cosmology are knotted in a common story, forming a cosmoecology This is because we may never know, safely and reliably, either ahead of time or a posteriori, which beings will bear the consequences, or will enjoy the consequences, of the concrete attention we give to them.
These interconnected lives, each of them having their ever-evolving requirements and habits, have nothing to do with the balance of nature, a machine analogy that became central for ecologists around the 1950s together with the concept of the ecosystem. 4 It is better to remember here that no one, neither human nor gazelle, will ever meet an ecosystem. As Robert O'Neill has put it, "The ecosystem is not an a posteriori, empirical observation about nature. This is a paradigm, a convenient approach to organizing thought. Like any paradigm, it is a product of the human mind's limited ability to understand the complexity of the real world." 5 Over decades, environmentalists and researchers in ecology have been qualifying Homo sapiens as the major invasive pest on Earth, the one that almost constantly, if not deliberately, disturbs integrated, equilibrious, homeostatic ecosystems. But this is a myth-Homo sapiens is not an external disturbance; we are a keystone species within the system. In the long term, it may not be the magnitude of extracted goods and services that will determine sustainability. It may well be our disruption of ecological recovery and stability mechanisms that determines system collapse.
6
Thinking about our life and behavior in distinct societies not as disturbance but as integrated parts of systems has great implications. We are invited to pay attention to the health of ecosystems from the inside. Throughout millennia, as a keystone species, humans have influenced the shape and functioning of most landscapes, from savannas to some rainforests as well as, of course, agricultural and urban ecosystems.
7
A true politics of attention does not confine itself simply to taking another into account-it demands more. A true cosmopolitics requires us to expand the scope of obligations. Other beings obligate us, in the sense Stengers gives to the word obligation when she equates "being obligated by a situation" and "giving the situation the power 3. Stengers, "Penser à partir du ravage écologique," 154. It will be important to describe carefully the moral situations, be they existing or "in the making" [as James writes]. I wish to testify for that and those to which/whom actors themselves are attached. That means that I will not say what ought to be done, but I will try to describe the best I can what people do. Not to prescribe which ways of living ought to be changed but to testify for those who do change their way of living; not to suggest that scientists should address lay people differently but to be interested in the changes that happen to some of these scientists.
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That is what led us to seek situations in which human and nonhuman beings become obligated through new connections. New shepherding practices, as they recently reemerged in the South of France, appeared to be a good example of this kind of cosmoecology, and in its complex political interactions we all might learn to craft new ways of being obligated and new ways of helping life to flourish. 12 These practices interest us 
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Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/environmental-humanities/article-pdf/8/1/24/409245/24Despret.pdf by guest in particular because of the way that these shepherds take an active role in what Tsing has termed the "arts of living on a damaged planet."
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Worlds to Re-member
Shepherding is a practice with long histories and traditions that in many parts of the world, including France, are often passed between generations of humans and of sheep. But the shepherds that fascinated us in this study are all of urban origin; none of them is the son or daughter of shepherds. As such, they were often left to learn on the job, with the sheep. We discovered with them that their practices fulfill multiple obligations that are not restricted to the well-being of their animals or their own livelihoods, however important these dimension are. These additional obligations fall under the realm of ethical and aesthetic relations to the world, obligations that belong to cosmoecology as alter-politics: "a politics that grows not from opposition to or critique of our current systems but one that grows from attention to another way of being, one that involves other kinds of living beings."
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To talk about sheep when so many species have already disappeared or are at the edge of extinction might be seen nonsensical. However, extinction should not be restricted to the death of species, as Thom van Dooren so convincingly shows in Flight
Ways. In relation to the cranes that are mobilized in a captive-breeding conservationist program, he leads us to ask, Aren't these cranes that are supposed to keep the crane species among us in some ways already extinct? Do they still enjoy a life that is worth living as a crane? And will their offspring, and the offspring of their offspring?
It was upon this intuition that one of us (V.D.) fabulated the refusal of Martha and her companion, the last passenger pigeons, to reproduce. Why did they refuse to breed? Wasn't it because a life without others did not seem worth living? 15 "There are many kinds and scales of death," Kohn writes. "There are many ways in which we cease being selves to ourselves and to each other."
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What the shepherds were confronted with, and what they resisted, were particular forms of extinction: not the form that makes a species, in the sense of quantifiable biodiversity, disappear but those that make worlds die, worlds that were hitherto shaped and characterized by practices, by modes of inhabiting, by landscapes that are no more.
The ewes confined in a small pen are, of course, still living. However, their world is so impoverished that it cannot be seen as what we call an existence, because to exist (exsistere) for a living being is to step "out of self," to be connected by multiple bonds, to compose a world, and to be associated with a world-as Gilles Deleuze translated the But in the 1990s this system met its own limits. The price of lambs dramatically dropped, due to competition from meat imported from other countries, especially New
Zealand. Simultaneously, because of the influence of financial speculation in cereals, the feed price for livestock increased. Breeders went back to the practices of herding, and sheep went back to hills and mountains, to rediscover cheap grasslands, abandoned fields, scrubby rangeland, and undergrowth. Together they tried to relearn the arts and practices of winter long-range transhumance in southern France.
Nobody, however, knew how to do it. With the breach in transmission, most of the new shepherds were coming from urban areas. They chose this profession for different reasons than their predecessors. But they all say that they have always loved being with animals, and they all claim that the world, as it was going, was becoming uninhabitable. These are political and ethical choices. Moreover, these choices are ethological, in the sense Deleuze gives to the word. In his teaching on Spinoza, Deleuze notes:
Ethics is better known to us today under another name, the word ethology.
When one speaks of an ethology in connection with animals, or in connection with In what way is it already different from a morality? We are trying to compose a kind of landscape which would be the landscape of ontology. According to this ethology, or practices of manners of being and manners of being affected, these shepherds cultivate an aesthetic in the sense of a practice that learns to compose with the world in various ways, in the sense of an ethos. They invent ways of inhabiting a world that is being destroyed while resisting, locally and actively, this destruction.
Put simply, these shepherds had to learn the practices of herding. reading illustrates this clearly: once you can read, you cannot help but do so. You do not know how you do it; you just do it. This is the hallmark of metamorphosis.
Of course, they remember failures and difficulties: the lost ewes, the ones that were caught by wolves, the herds that got lost. They especially had to learn what should not be done. They also say that they had to unlearn what they had been taught in their schooling.
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And all this was possible because they learned to observe. To learn is to learn how to see and to pay attention. This is a transformation of ways to feel; the shepherds learned a new way of being in the world. What Stroobants calls the metamorphosis resulting from this learning happens to be, as she suggests, "the creation of a new relation to the world and to another world, a way to inhabit a new milieu."
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Learning New Savoir Vivre
This is also what Stengers, relaying Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, refers to as involution. Stengers writes: "Involution is neither progression nor regression, since these judgments relate to an evolution by the means of descent and filiation, be it about species, disciplines, or technics." According to her, involution creates, between heterogeneous critters, a relation that brings into play their hereditary identity, that is, "the ways they 'naturally' differentiate themselves from each other." 25 We choose the term involution to refer to the achievement of the shepherds because it highlights the ways this metamorphosis was noticeable to us. 26 We noticed while rereading transcripts from the interviews, at some point, that the shepherds were talking about their ewes with a very particular syntax. They were using the personal pronoun I or we and speaking from the ewes' perspective: "I eat a plant and crickets are jumping on my nose"; "I see the dog, I
pant, and I kick"; "It is a nice place here, let us rest"; "Oh no, this doesn't interest me, I'll lie down and wait for something better."
The shepherds did not become sheep, but they did begin to talk with them and for them-they became with them, and they now form a flock. One of the shepherds gave a very interesting definition of the flock as a "character." He then added: "The flock is a memory, a collective memory of the sites and a collective memory of itself, as a flock."
Another says that he forms a "body" with the sheep.
In talking about involution, we aim to avoid tired psychological interpretations in terms of identification or symbiosis and instead stress the transformation of various identities as a result of the creation of the herd. Identities are transformed but not confused: each critter still differentiates, but differentiates differently-this is involution, an ongoing process. There is a flock, a collective memory, because a human became shepherd in relation to these ewes and because the ewes had become a character in relation with that shepherd. They differentiate differently in the process of creating trust. They became others with other others, and they differentiated otherwise.
What has changed is the way they created a relationship with time and space.
They inhabited another time and another space. Time is of the utmost importance when one creates a flock. A common time, different from the previous flow of time, is established, and this common time, this shared time creates the flock-it is a herding time. Moreover, they changed the way they inhabited the space, the way they composed with the space. We say compose with because to inhabit is at once to be transformed by the environment and to transform it. Long-range transhumance is one of these ways of inhabiting and so composing with a place, a space in time.
In this case, to inhabit the land is also to relearn to inhabit well, to relearn a savoir vivre so urgently needed with these badly raised sheep. It is also to relearn how to eat None of the shepherds considered that his or her role should be reduced to the question of the weight and size of their ewes and lambs, of making them grow. To make them beautiful, yes-they mentioned this often. No one talked about kilos but, rather, about beauty. But this is not simply a question of the beauty of the ewes. To eat, and to raise sheep for eating, was not just about producing meat; it was, rather, part of a larger crafting of beautiful relations, a way to inhabit and, moreover, to give added value-we would say to honor. As such, their shepherding practices aimed to create beauty: a beautiful flock, a beautiful way of inhabiting, a beautiful way to shape the milieu and to become with. A flock is an embodied memory of this creation. One of the shepherds said that a flock is a consistent entity. To achieve that consistency, each member would transmit, generation after generation, the places where they sleep, where they eat, where they drink, where they find shelter from the north wind and the south wind, all the information that forms a collective memory. And each year the young would learn with the older and more experienced sheep. In this way, the flock is a memory of the land.
During the period when sheep were largely kept confined, many of the sites they had previously used disappeared, becoming developed, overgrown, or inaccessible. As lands lost their meaning for the sheep, the meanings they had with the sheep, these lands lost some of their ways of being, some of their modes of existence. The memory of the flock, in some ways, gives to the land a part of its existence. By the concrete memory of the mouths, the eyes, the guts, the bodies, the legs, and the feet, the flock multiplies the ways lands, paths, bushes, springs, and rocks exist. Haraway would call the current process of re-membering one of "partial recuperation."
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These shepherds take great care to lead the flock to places where difficult food abounds. They say that, with time, the land will be rehabilitated. To rehabilitate is not just about making a place livable again. In feeding in these places, the sheep will restore them. Their work in eating what is difficult or less palatable-thorns, weeds, coarse grasses, and shrubs-also contributes to another aim, that of learning a savoir vivre, which literally means "knowing how to live" with the land. It is learning not to waste, for example. Some shepherds say they ask their ewes to learn to taste and to eat everything. It is, they also say, like raising children-those who want to eat only green and tender grass behave like spoiled rich kids.
European policies have sought since 1992 to promote and financially support the management of agropastoral areas, resisting the large trend toward the homogenization of landscapes and the industrialization of conventional agriculture. 30 Targeted grazing is now promoted to help manage vegetation dynamics that may otherwise lead to loss of biodiversity and wildlife habitats. 31 In the past, the situation was one of too many shepherds, herders, and wood collectors. That led to severe overgrazing and damage to landscapes, especially in dry mountain areas. After that, national forest services, especially in France, that owned large parts of the land evicted the shepherds and planted pine trees to restore the soils, sometimes creating a "green desert." But foresters did not get enough funding to manage their plantations, to fight against undesirable shrub dynamics, and to prevent wildfires. This is why shepherds are now called to the rescue, to limit encroachment dynamics and to re-create, through targeted grazing, a MICHEL MEURET has a PhD in animal ecology and is director of research at the French National
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